
PRODUCT: BRAND: PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: BEST FOR: HOW TO USE IT: WHY WE LOVE IT: PRODUCT TYPE:

Oribe Gold Lust Shampoo Fragile hair

Apply a nickel to quarter size amount to 

wet hair. Shampoo thoroughly, twice if 

needed.

Smells so luxurious and leaves the hair so 

soft and shiny.  Great option for keratin 

smoothing treatments.  

Strength & Moisture 

shampoo

Oribe
Gold Lust Repair & 

Restore Conditioner
Fragile, dry hair

Post-shampoo, apply quarter size 

amount to mids and ends.  Leave in 1-3 

minutes and rinse.

Smells so luxurious and leaves the hair so 

soft and shiny.  Great option for keratin 

smoothing treatments.  

Strength & Moisture 

conditioner

Oribe Silverati Shampoo Grey or white hair Lather, indulge, rinse.

Gently cleanses without drying.  Brightens 

grey and silver strands while eliminating 

yellow tones.

Color shampoo

Oribe Signature Shampoo All hair types Lather, indulge, rinse.
Rich daily cleanser to silken, detangle and 

protect.
Moisture shampoo



PRODUCT: BRAND: PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: BEST FOR: HOW TO USE IT: WHY WE LOVE IT: PRODUCT TYPE:

Oribe Signature Conditioner All hair types
Massage, indulge (for at least one 

minute), rinse.

Creates a youthful shine while it 

detangles.

Moisture 

conditioner

Oribe
Conditioner for 

Magnificent Volume

Hair types seeking 

volume + 

thickness.

Apply to wet hair, leaving for one 

minute. Rinse.

Adds weightless moisture while polymers 

thicken and plump strands. 
Conditioner

Oribe
Shampoo for Magnificent 

Volume

Fine hair or those 

wanting volume

Massage, indulge (for at least one 

minute), rinse.

Washes in truly uplifting volume and 

thickness leaving hair full, lush, strong 

and easy to love!

shampoo

Oribe
Shampoo for Beautiful 

Color
Color-treated hair Lather, indulge, rinse.

An ultra-gentle cleanser to extend the life 

of your color and targets damaged areas 

for intense moisture and protection from 

the elements.

shampoo



PRODUCT: BRAND: PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: BEST FOR: HOW TO USE IT: WHY WE LOVE IT: PRODUCT TYPE:

Oribe
Conditioner for Beautiful 

Color
Color-treated hair

Massage, indulge (for at least one 

minute), rinse.

A restorative conditioner that extends the 

life of your color while soothing over-

processed, color-treated hair.

Color conditioner

Oribe
Bright Blonde Shampoo 

for Beautiful Color
Color-treated hair Lather, indulge, rinse.

An ultra-gentle cleanser to extend the life 

of your color and targets damaged areas 

for intense moisture and protection from 

the elements.

Color shampoo

Oribe Supershine Light Dry, fine hair
Apply nickel to quarter size amount to 

midlength and ends on damp hair.

Thermal protection that is lightweight, 

moisturizing, smoothing and adds shine. 

Can also be used on dry hair as a finish 

product.

 creme

Oribe Supershine Dry, thick hair
Apply small amounts to midlength and 

ends of damp hair.  

Thermal protection that moisturizes and 

smooths the hair.  Can also be used as a 

finishing product to help add shine or 

smooth.

 creme
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Oribe Royal Blowout Dry, thick hair

Apply to damp hair (stay away from the 

new growth) 1-2 sprays per section and 

comb through.

We love it because it speeds up the blow-

dry! And doesn’t dry the hair out.
spray

Oribe Gold Lust Dry, fragile hair

Apply on damp hair as a pre-shampoo or 

overnight treatment. Can be used as 

heat protectant or leave-in.

A luxurious, lightweight oil that helps 

prevent damage and protects the hair 

without weighing it down.  Adds shine 

and silkiness!

serum

Oribe Maximista
Fine hair or those 

wanting volume

Apply to towel dried hair section by 

section 1-2 sprays per section.  
Makes the hair feel fuller and volumized! spray 

Oribe Matte Waves All hair types Apply to dry styled hair to add texture.
Won't dry the hair out but gives the finish 

of a salt spray.
creme
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Oribe Gel Serum Frizzy, unruly hair Towel dried hair prior to blow drying.

It’s the perfect blend of a gel and a 

serum.  smooths and holds the style 

perfectly!

 gel

Oribe Rough Luxury Short hair  
Apply dime to nickel size amount to 

damp or dry short hair and style.

Gives hold without crunch and has a 

matte finish so it's perfect for short 

styles.

pomade

Oribe Rough Luxury Soft Short hair  

Apply dime to nickel size amount to 

damp or dry hair. Shape into desired 

style.

It’s a great pomade for a first time 

pomade user.  Easy to break down and 

apply.

pomade

Oribe Fiber groom Short hair
Apply dime to nickel size amount to dry 

hair. Shape into desired style.
Easy to use. Flexible hold. pomade

Oribe Gold Lust Dry Shampoo All hair types

Shake well.  Spray eight to ten inches 

from scalp.  Tousle with fingers or brush 

through until product is completely 

absorbed.  

Instantly absorbs dirt and oil without 

adding texture, grip or weight.  Hair is 

soft, smooth and touchable!

Dry shampoo 
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Oribe Dry
Fine hair or those 

wanting volume

Apply to second day or freshly styled hair 

at the roots.

It's backcomb in a can! It also acts as a 

dry shampoo!
spray

Oribe Impermeable 

All hair types, 

especially frizzy 

hair

Apply to finished styles to lock out 

humidity.  

It's great for Guests who are prone to 

having curl revision.  Spray in nape 

section and hair line for extra humidity 

protection.  It's not sticky or wet.

spray

Oribe Superfine All hair types

Spray 6" away from styled hair for a nice 

medium hold. Can also be used prior to 

curling as a way to help hold the curl.

It's flexible hold that is touchable and 

brushable!  
spray

Oribe Superfine Strong All hair types
Apply to dry finished styled hair to hold 

in place.

It's great for final spray during an updo to 

hold the style in place. Very strong!
spray
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Oribe
Airbrush - Light Brown, 

Dark Brown, Black

Brunette or black 

hair

Shake well. Apply to dry styled hair at the 

part and hairline.

Blends grays temporarily for Guests with 

light brown, dark brown or black hair.
Color(niche product)   

Oribe Grandiose
Fine hair or those 

wanting volume

Shake it up, comb the mousse in section 

by section, blow it big.
Makes hair big yet soft and touchable! mousse

Oribe
Shampoo for Brilliance 

and Shine
Dry hair Lather, indulge, rinse.

Maintains hair's natural oils promoting 

high-shine and moisture.
Moisture shampoo

Oribe
Conditioner for Brilliance 

and Shine
Dry hair

Massage, indulge (for at least one 

minute), rinse.

Imparts shine without weighing hair 

down.

Moisture 

conditioner
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Oribe Serene Scalp Shampoo
Dry, irritated 

scalps
Lather, indulge, rinse.

Gently cleanses hair while soothing scalp 

itchiness and irritation.
shampoo

Oribe
Oribe Hair Alchemy 

Resilience Shampoo
Fragile hair types Apply to wet hair, lather, rinse.

The curative blend of Chia seed, Bamboo 

leaf, and Plant Proteins penetrate the 

cortex to strengthen the hair, promoting 

healthy length and elasticity.

Shampoo

Oribe
Oribe Hair Alchemy 

Resilience Conditioner 
Fragile hair types

Massage into wet hair, leaving for at 

least 1 minute. Rinse.

The curative blend of Chia seed, Bamboo 

leaf, and Plant Proteins penetrate the 

cortex to strengthen the hair, promoting 

healthy length and elasticity.

Conditioner 

Oribe
Oribe Hair Alchemy 

Treatment Serum
Fragile hair types

Work a small amount into damp or dry 

hair: Style as usual. Can also be used as 

an overnight treatment.

The curative blend of Chia seed, Bamboo 

leaf, and Plant Proteins penetrate the 

cortex to strengthen the hair, promoting 

healthy length and elasticity. Also 

provides 450f thermal protection.

Creme  


